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ABSTRACT
Material evolution has been a key enabler of lithography nodes in the last 30 years. This paper
explores the evolution of anti-reflective coatings and their transformation from materials that provide only
reflection control to advanced multifunctional layers. It is expected that complementary processes that do
not require a change in wavelength will continue to dominate the development of new devices and
technology nodes. New device architecture, immersion lithography, negative-tone development, multiple
patterning, and directed self-assembly have demonstrated the capabilities of extending lithography nodes
beyond what anyone thought would be possible. New material advancements for future technology nodes
are proposed.
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1. DISCUSSION
Material evolution and innovation has been a key driver for advancing technology nodes in the
past 30 years. Brewer Science, Inc., has been a provider of commercially available anti-reflective coatings
and ancillary coatings since 1981. Anti-reflective coatings are widely used in the photolithography process
to minimize substrate reflection that occurs during imaging. Anti-reflective coatings evolved over time into
multifunctional layers that together with advancements in resist chemistries have enabled technology nodes
without changes imaging wavelength.

1.1 Evolution of anti-reflective coatings
An early publication on the use of an anti-reflective coating in a semiconductor substrate goes
back to 19701. This paper suggests the use of a dyed resist beneath a photoresist to mitigate the standing
wave and uneven exposure that occurs when patterning a SiO2 substrate. The paper described a theoretical
solution to a problem; however, it lacked sufficient description on how to practically implement into a
process. For example, there was no description of how to keep the dyed resist and top resist from
intermixing or thickness or absorbance requirements. The proposed solution is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Reflected wave effect (A) and antireflection solution (B) using dyed resist between substrate and resist.
Source: Khoury and Patel, 19701.

A later development described a similar solution to the anti-reflective wave effect2. As in the first
paper, no description was provided in how to prevent the two resists layers from intermixing. None of the
early papers provided a solution for removal of the anti-reflective film. In another attempt to solve the antiAdvances in Patterning Materials and Processes XXXI, edited by Thomas I. Wallow, Christoph K. Hohle,
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reflective problem, the use of a very thin inorganic photoresist and a thick polymer layer was proposed3.
This solution utilized a negative-tone photoresist composed from Ag2Se/GeSe sensitive to 400-nm
irradiation and a 2.5-µm film underneath to eliminate the standing wave effect. The thick film was
removed using a plasma etch process. Patterning of a photoresist resulted in spaces where the antireflective film was exposed to the air interface. Eventually, the anti-reflective film had to be opened to the
underlying substrate. In 1981, the solution for removal of the anti-reflective film that did not require a
plasma etch step was proposed4. The proposed stack was very similar to the above-described dyed
resist/resist stack. After exposing the first resist using a 400-nm light and development, a second exposure
was carried out to open the dyed resist at DUV wavelengths. The top resist, being insensitive to DUV
light, was not removed. Still, a practical commercial solution to this problem remained.
In 1981, Terry Brewer, founder of Brewer Science, published a paper in which he demonstrated an
integrated solution to the anti-reflection control and film removal problem5. The key findings included the
use of a high-absorbance dual-dye mixture, which allowed for thinner coatings, a developer-soluble film,
which eliminated the use of plasma etch step, and good adhesion to substrate, which eliminated the need for
adhesion promoters. A binary dye mixture was very important as one dye kept the other one in solution
while both dyes contributed to the film absorbance. These findings made it possible to achieve critical
dimension control (CD) in sub–1 µm patterning. It also paved the way to a two-layer patterning system,
bottom anti-reflective coating (BARC) plus resist.

No BARC

With BARC

Figure 2. Early experimental demonstration of elimination of standing wave using a BARC.

1.2 Technology driver: wavelengths vs. materials
From the early 1980s until today, there have been 4 changes in the wavelengths and substrate sizes
used in the semiconductor industry. During the same period, CD was reduced from 1-µm to 40-nm dense
structures using single-pass imaging. At the same time, Brewer Science and resist suppliers have advanced
materials and photoresist performance to enable each technology node. BARCs became increasingly more
complex, and ESCAP resists, topcoats, spin-on dielectrics, negative-tone imaging, and double and multiple
patterning became available6. However, before this flurry of material evolution pushed technology
forward, the most direct method for achieving the next technology node was to change the exposure
wavelength. In a sense, physics was ahead of chemistry.
In a survey done by SEMATECH in 20017, most companies concluded on which wavelength to
use for each future technology node. The results are listed in table 1.
Technology
node
130 nm
90 nm
65 nm
45 nm
32 nm

Preferred wavelength solution
KrF
ArF
F2 (157 nm)
EUV, EPL
EUV

Table 1. Technology node and preferred imaging wavelength solution in 2001.
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The F2 (157 nm) global initiative assembled one of the largest efforts observed in the industry at
that time. Perhaps, not in economic terms but in the number of alliances brought together to make it a
reality8. For example, there were 6 scanner manufacturers, 5 consortia, and 4 laser companies working on
solutions for F2 patterning. In a short 3-year period, solutions to the technical challenges and economic
payback for this technology did not come to realization. The industry felt that F2 technology would not
result in sufficient technology nodes to warrant the investment and at the same time, ArF immersion was
quickly gaining ground and became a replacement for F2 patterning. The significance of this event is that
changing wavelength stopped being the driving mode to achieve future nodes. Since then, ArF immersion
became the exposure wavelength and method for patterning used the longest. Extension of ArF immersion
lithography until today has been enabled by materials innovation.

1.3 Imaging stack redefined
As ArF immersion lithography became dominant, the resist thicknesses began to decrease rapidly.
An aspect ratio of 2:1 (height:width) is ideal for minimizing line collapse observed during the develop
process. Smaller CDs required thinner resists. While resist thickness decreased, BARC thicknesses
remained more or less constant, as the ideal thickness is roughly limited by material absorbance, refractive
index, and wavelength of light used. The thickness of a BARC is adjusted to a quarter wave is defined by
D = λ / 4n, where n is the refractive index. The graph in Figure 3 shows the relationship between resist and
BARC thickness trends over time.
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Figure 3. Resist and BARC thickness trends over time.

The shrinking resist thickness created an unexpected problem during the pattern transfer process.
As the resist thickness became closer to the BARC thickness, there was not sufficient resist remaining after
the BARC etch to transfer the pattern into the substrate. To overcome this etch bias problem, two solutions
were proposed. In one solution, the etch resistance property was transferred from the resist into an
intermediate silicon-containing hardmask layer9. This layer also acted a BARC. Underneath the hardmask
layer, a thick spin-on carbon (SOC) was used to planarize the substrate and effectively act as a pattern
transfer layer. The etch rate differential between the hardmask and the SOC is very large, thus allowing for
pattern transfer. The multilayer system is illustrated in Figure 4.

Hardmask / BARC
SOC

Figure 4. Multilayer system for pattern transfer showing the hardmask/BARC layer plus SOC.
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One of the critical parameters in multilayer systems is the chemical balance required throughout
the whole stack. Changing the chemistry of the SOC can lead to completely different outcomes even while
maintaining the same hardmask and resist10.
A second solution to the shrinking resist thickness problem was the development of developersoluble BARCs (DBARCs). Of interest to note is that the first BARCs developed by Brewer Science were
in fact, developer soluble. As the industry adopted the use of BARCs, dry or plasma-etched BARCs
became a more accepted technology for BARC removal. The reason being was that with shrinking line
size, BARC CD could be controlled better using a dry-etch process than an aqueous developer. To
overcome the limitations with undercutting or CD control in DBARCs, Brewer Science introduced the
concept of photosensitive DBARC (PS DBARC) that allowed for better CD control and BARC removal
only in the exposed areas11. Because the develop process is anisotropic, overdeveloped situations leading
to line collapse are avoided. Figure 5 shows the difference profiles obtained between a DBARC and a
PS DBARC.

Figure 5. Conventional DBARC (left) and PS DBARC (right).
Conventional DBARC shows overdeveloped condition leading to line collapse.

1.4 Current lithography status
In 2013, ArF immersion lithography continues to be the workhorse of the industry. The 22-/20nm node was enabled with source mask optimization (SMO) and double patterning (DP). The 15-/14-nm
node is being demonstrated using SMO plus double patterning (DP) and multiple patterning (MP)
techniques. Early EUV is expected to support the 10-nm node, although the exact time currently is not
known. Sub–10 nm nodes will mostly likely employ EUV (if available) or ArF immersion with directed
self-assembly (DSA) techniques or self-aligned double patterning (SADP)12. Figure 6 shows the
lithographic strategies used by the industry in the last decade13. Process and material innovation have made
the extension of ArF immersion lithography possible for almost 10 years.
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Figure 6. Lithography strategy in the last decade.
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1.5 Future enabling materials
With the long-awaited advent of EUV lithography, new materials are being developed for 13.5-nm
exposures. Because there is not mismatch of refractive indexes at this wavelength among most organic
materials, reflection control is no longer an issue. However, reflection control is only one of many BARC
functions. BARCs are also used for substrate planarization, adhesion promotion, chemical matching with
resist, and protection from underlying contaminants and as a universal substrate on which to optimize
resists platforms regardless of what is below the BARC. All of these properties will still be needed.
One of the current limitations in EUV lithography is the availability of photons reaching the
photoresist, partly because of the output of the EUV sources but mainly because of the reflective optics
used in the optical system. New underlayer materials are being designed to try to capture secondary
electron generation that could lead to acid generation at the underlayer-resist interface14. It had been
calculated that the thermalized electron probably distribution from the photon point of entry is about
10 nm15. More recently, it was calculated that the electron trajectory of a secondary electron is about
2-2.5 nm16, as shown in Figure 7. These distances are well within the critical interfacial region between an
underlayer and resist where photochemical events can occur, and where the underlayer can have an
influence on the resist performance.
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Figure 9. Electron trajectory simulation for secondary electrons generated during EUV exposure.

We have shown that an improvement in resolution17,18 and LER19 can be achieved when using an
underlayer beneath the resist in EUV lithography. We have also extended this concept to multilayer
systems for EUV20. Although the mechanism on how the underlayers improve resist performance is not
fully understood, it is believed that underlayer sensitization, chemical matching with resist, and diffusion
control of chemical components between underlayer and resist are responsible for the improvements
observed.
Another area of future research for new materials involves patterning without light by using DSA.
Various processes have been described, and these fall within the two broad categories of either graphoepitaxy or chemo-epitaxy processes21. In grapho-expitaxy, a resist pre-pattern is used to constrain the block
copolymer (BCP) and alignment. In chemo-epitaxy, a chemical pattern (defined area with affinity to one of
the blocks in the BCP) is used to induce alignment. Whichever method is used, most methods have
common material needs: a pattern transfer scheme, anti-reflection control (for formation of pre-patterns),
and a neutral layer and guide material.
In order to address the material needs and simplification of DSA processes, Brewer Science
introduced a multifunctional layer that played the role of neutral layer, BARC, and hardmask needed for
pattern transfer21. This hardmask neutral layer (HM-NL) reduces the need for three layers by combining
their functions into a single layer. Figure 10 illustrates this process and compares it with the conventional
approach.
Successful integration of a multifunctional HM-NL has been demonstrated in a contact hole
shrink process22,23. Another solution targeted to address the poor etch differential bias between
polystyrene-b-polymethyl methacrylate (PS-PMMA), the most common BCP under investigation, was
recently proposed24. Typically, about 50% of the PS block is lost during the plasma etch process of
PMMA. By increasing the etch resistance of PS, more etch budget is available for pattern transfer into the
neutral layer or substrate.
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The key to the early adoption of DSA processes will be simplification of steps and consolidation
of materials having discrete functions into multifunctional layers. Each additional step or material
introduces with it nuances associated with defect formation and control25. In the future, we envision
multifunctional neutral layers with universal use for various types of BCPs as opposed to having neutral
layers customized for a specific BCP.
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Figure 10. Process flow using a hardmask neutral layer (HM NL) eliminates the neutral layer, BARC, and hardmask.

As IC designers continue to evolve device architecture from planar devices to silicon-on-insulator,
to FinFET, and to the current tri-gate transistors, novel sacrificial materials are being developed to
overcome problems encountered in the manufacturing process. For example, during the formation of the
source and drain with high-energy implants, the latest FinFET devices can suffer from loss of Si lattice
crystallinity. This is caused by the high-energy ions hitting the Si fins and amorphizing a few nanometers
from the surface26. Amorphization changes the amount of de-channeling and defect formation. A method
to overcome this problem is to raise the implantation temperature. Increasing the temperature enhances
dynamic annealing and increases the dose required for Si amorphous layer formation. Figure 11 shows the
fin morphology difference observed between room temperature and elevated temperature implant.

Figure 11. Fin morphology after implantation at ambient (left) and high temperature (right).
High crystallinity is obtained when using high-temperature implantation. Source: ref. 26.

Brewer Science developed SOC layers able to withstand temperatures up to 600°C needed for
masking areas that need to be protected during the hot implantation process. Figure 12 illustrates how a
high-temperature SOC is used during the implantation process. Figure 13 shows the thermogravimetric
analysis of a high-temperature SOC (HT SOC) layer demonstrating stability during heating up to 600°C.
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Figure 12. Scheme showing the use of high-temperature SOC during fin implantation.
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Figure 13. Thermogravimetry analysis of high temperature SOC layer (HT SOC) showing the thermal stability needed
for high-temperature implantation processes.

New device architectures being proposed to evolve from FinFET to more advanced devices
includes placement of the gate completely around the channel. Figure 14 illustrates the evolution of device
architecture for each technology node27. Gate all around approaches will create devices stacked in either
vertical or horizontal positions28. New materials will be needed to create these structures. Some groups
have already proposed the use of DSA techniques to create Si cylinders or pillars needed for achieving
these device geometries29. An SEM photo of these nanopillars is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 14. Evolution of device architecture for each technology node.
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Figure 15. Silicon nanowires 16 nm wide and 200 nm tall made using DSA techniques.

Although most do not associate change in substrate size as having significant impact in material
design, the expected move to 450-mm wafers should not be overlooked from a material point of view. It is
understood that the next substrate size provides economic benefits rather than a technical advantage.
Because of the larger area, twice as many dies for memory devices will be printed on a single wafer relative
to the current 300-mm wafers30. Our experience from the 200- to 300-mm transition showed that as spin
bowls and bake ovens inside coating tracks became larger, the flow and air dynamics inside the chambers
changed enough to have an effect on coating performance. For example, solvent and small molecule
outgassing that can occur during the bake process that was at acceptable levels with the smaller substrates
reached unacceptable levels inside 300-mm chambers. To address uniformity across a wafer while
spinning at low rpm, planarization over large-area topography, and exhaust and air flow during bake and
spin, we expect it will be likely that existing materials will require reformulation and/or rheological
properties of polymers will require adjustment. More viscosities of the same material will also have to be
available as the spinning range of a 450-mm wafer is at most 400–500 rpm. Adjustment of wide thickness
targets via rpm adjustments of a single viscosity material will not be possible.

2. CONCLUSIONS
In the last 30 years Brewer Science and the resist community have been key enablers of
technology for the industry by providing early solutions to lithographic challenges. New device
architecture, immersion lithography, negative-tone development, multiple patterning, and DSA have
demonstrated the capabilities of extending lithography nodes, particularly ArF immersion, solely by
utilizing innovative processes and materials. Brewer Science will continue to support prior and future
nodes by evolving materials and innovating new concepts for EUV, DSA, new device architectures, and
multiple-patterning technologies.
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